
Save Time & Reduce the Cost of Procurement

With more than 40 years serving the public sector, BI Incorporated offers a full continuum of 
monitoring technologies and related supervision services for individuals on probation and parole 
and pretrial defendants. Our innovative products and services assist more than 1,400 agencies.

ABOUT OMNIA PARTNERS 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector is the nation’s largest and most experienced cooperative 
purchasing organization dedicated to public sector procurement. Our immense purchasing 
power and industry-leading suppliers have produced a comprehensive portfolio of  
cooperative contracts and partnerships, making OMNIA Partners the most valued and  
trusted resource for organizations nationwide.

WHAT IS A PURCHASING COOPERATIVE?
A "purchasing cooperative" is a type of cooperative arrangement, often among businesses 
or government agencies, to agree to aggregate demand to get lower prices from selected 
suppliers. It is often used by local and state government agencies to reduce the cost and 
effort of procurement. 

CONTRACT SERVICES 
Our products include a wide range of electronic monitoring systems, enabling agencies to apply 
the least restrictive or appropriate option to support compliance to conditions of release.

•   Wrist- and ankle-worn Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) technology to enhance compliance

•   Court admissible, transdermal and breath alcohol monitoring devices to test sobriety

•   Radio frequency solutions, ideal for monitoring compliance to curfews and defined locations

•   Mobile app and web-based software solutions designed to enhance supervision

•   An array of monitoring services, administrative support, and data management to meet 
each agency’s unique needs and budgets

BENEFITS OF COOPERATIVE 
CONTRACTS 
•   Cooperatives utilize Public Sector 

compliant bidding processes that 
meet the procurement standard, 
thus saving you time and resources 
by skipping the RFP process

•   Reduces the costs of goods and 
services by leveraging the power of 
public agencies

•   Strategic value and significant time 
efficiencies related to contract 
development

•   Access to the combined knowledge 
of all its members

SKIP THE RFP PROCESS,  
AND RECEIVE THE LOWEST 
RATE ON BI PRODUCTS
BI LOC8® XT

BI VeriWatch®

BI SL3®

BI HomeGuard® 20|20

BI SmartLINK®

BI Agency Assist®

And more!
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BI Incorporated is proud to have been awarded the Offender Monitoring Services  
contract (#2022118) available through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector. Through this 
national cooperative contract competitively solicited and publicly awarded by City of 
Mesa (AZ), BI offers participants of OMNIA Partners a broad portfolio of electronic 
monitoring solutions at some of the industry’s most competitive prices. Plus, participating 
agencies save valuable time and effort by skipping the lengthy RFP process.

To learn more, visit https://www.omniapartners.com/suppliers/bi-incorporated/
public-sector or contact your BI Partnership Development Director today.
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